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Central Bank Weekly March 17th: Reviewing ECB; 
Previewing FOMC, PBoC, BoE, SNB, CBRT, BCB, as 
well as RBA and BoC minutes

March 17th

ECB REVIEW: Despite market pricing ahead of the meeting being around 65% in favour of a 25bps hike at today’s 
meeting, the ECB defied calls for such a move and stuck with its February guidance of a 50bps increase. The Governing 
Council justified such a move by noting that inflation is projected to remain too high for too long. The accompanying 
macro projections outlined this view point by showing that inflation is expected to average 5.3% in 2023, 2.9% in 2024 
and 2.1% in 2025. That being said it must be noted that projections were finalised in early March, before the recent 
emergence of financial market tensions. With regards to financial stability, the statement noted that “the euro area 
banking sector is resilient, with strong capital and liquidity positions. In any case, the ECB’s policy toolkit is fully 
equipped to provide liquidity support to the euro area financial system if needed”. From a guidance perspective, the GC 
is no longer guiding towards rate hikes and merely refers to “rate decisions”, which will be data-dependent. At the follow-
up press conference, Lagarde continued to stress that underlying inflation pressures remain strong and that under the 
ECB’s baseline, the economy will continue to recover over the coming quarters. Lagarde added that if this baseline were 
to persist and uncertainty reduces, the ECB will have more ground to cover. That said, the President stressed that it is 
not possible to determine at this time what the forward path will be. With regards to today’s policy decision, Lagarde 
noted the board proposed no other option compared to the one taken. This decision was adopted by a very large 
majority, though three or four did not support the decision and wished to wait for more time. The main takeaway was that 
Lagarde continued to stress that there is no trade-off between price stability and financial stability and as such, has left 
the door open to further rate hikes. On which, markets currently (expectations are fluctuating quite a bit at the time of 
publication) assign a circa 65% chance of a 25bps hike at the May meeting. In wake of the meeting and press 
conference, Reuters ECB sources noted the debate at the meeting was for either 50bps, or an unchanged decision, and 
that policymakers opted for the 50bps move after the SNB lifeline to Credit Suisse, while there was no discussion of a 
25bps move. Bloomberg sources also noted that policymakers feared that ditching their 50bps hike guidance might 
panic investors, while on the terminal rate, hawkish officials still see rates well above the current 3% level, although the 
doves are questioning whether the peak may now be lower than initially thought.

PBOC POLICY ANNOUNCEMENT (MON): The consensus expects the PBoC will keep its benchmark lending rates 
unchanged next week, with the 1-Year and 5-Year Loan Prime Rates forecast to be kept at 3.65% and 4.30%, 
respectively; these key rates have been left unchanged since August, and analysts generally expect the central bank will 
continue to refrain from adjustments as the economy is seen to recover after exiting strict COVID policies late last year, 
and the reopening of China’s borders, which reduces the urgency for policy support. Data releases have been mixed: on 
the one hand, the recent import and export components of trade remained negative (in dollar terms), although on the 
other hand, the manufacturing PMI showed factory activity expanding at the fastest pace in over a decade. Additionally, 
the central bank recently maintained its 1-Year MLF rate, which usually serves as an accurate precursor for its LPRs. 
Analysts also said that the surprise decision to keep PBoC Governor Yi as head of the central bank suggests policy 
stability, and could signal that China’s top decision makers were happy with the implementation of monetary policy; its 
new Premier Li Qiang has pledged to support economic growth and restore business confidence. Analysts will be 
keeping a close eye on the 5-Year LPR, UOB’s analysts have said that any reduction here would signal strong support 
for the real estate sector. That said, the bank notes that authorities could provide more targeted support to certain 
sectors, and could also tweak its RRR rates. And late on Friday, that is what the central bank did: it announced that it 
would be lowering the Reserve Requirement Ratio for banks by 25bps, which would bring the weighted average RRR for 
the banking system to 7.6%.

BOJ SOO (MON): The BoJ will release the Summary of Opinions from its March meeting when the central bank 
unsurprisingly maintained policy settings, with the rate kept at -0.10% and QQE with YYC retained at a 10yr yield target 
of 0% and +/-50bps band in the final meeting under the stewardship of Governor Kuroda whose term ends in early April, 
while it was also the last policy meeting for Deputy Governors Amamiya and Wakatabe. The decision was expected, 
although resulted in a knee-jerk USD/JPY spike as there was some positioning heading into the meeting on the off 
chance that the BoJ leadership may deliver a parting surprise. The rhetoric from the central bank provided little in the 
way of fresh insight as it maintained its forward guidance on rates and reiterated that Japan’s economy is picking up and 
expected to recover as the impact of the pandemic and supply constraints fade, although it did acknowledge that core 
consumer inflation is moving around 4% and inflation expectations are rising. Nonetheless, the ‘early’ release of the BoJ 
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policy decision, which was announced right at the start of the Tokyo lunch break, also suggested a lack of extensive 
discussion from the central bank in terms of sticking with its ultra-easy policy settings.

RBA MINUTES (TUE): Minutes from the March meeting are due next week and to recap the central bank delivered a 
10th consecutive rate increase, in which it hiked the Cash Rate Target by 25bps to 3.60%, as expected. The RBA noted 
that the Board remains resolute in its determination to return inflation to target and expects further tightening of monetary 
policy will be needed, which was a slight tweak from its previous guidance that the Board expects further increases in 
interest rates will be needed, while it also stated that monthly CPI data suggests that inflation seems to have peaked. 
The RBA added that growth has slowed and while the labour market remains very tight, conditions have eased a little 
and uncertainties mean that there is a range of potential scenarios for the Australian economy. Furthermore, it noted that 
in assessing when and how much further interest rates need to rise, the Board will be paying close attention to 
developments in the global economy, trends in household spending and the outlook for inflation and the labour market. 
The rhetoric from the central bank was less hawkish than previous, but still pointed to further tightening and Governor 
Lowe noted the following day that they are closer to the point where it will be appropriate to pause and the timing of the 
pause will be determined by the data and assessment of the outlook. He reiterated that further tightening is likely to be 
required, but kept options open for the next meeting in which they could pause if that’s what the data suggests, but keep 
going otherwise, and will have a completely open mind at Board meetings. This places (even more) emphasis on the 
incoming data releases before the next meeting, although Westpac has revised its call to a pause from a hike in April 
and trimmed its peak view by 25bps to 3.85% accordingly.

BOC MEETING MINUTES (WED): The minutes will be eyed for further details on the state of the economy, and any 
conditions that officials would need to see for the central bank to resume its hiking cycle. The BoC is likely to repeat the 
case for its “conditional pause”, where it left rates unchanged at the meeting. With slowing growth and cooling inflation, 
the case for the BoC to resume hikes is small. Senior Deputy Governor Rogers noted in her economic progress report 
that the economy is evolving in line with the BoC’s projections. Meanwhile, the jobs market returned to a more “normal” 
pace in February following two consecutive months of over 100k job additions, although the unemployment rate did fall 
further showing signs of a still-tight labour market, therefore commentary from the BoC on the labour market and its 
implications will also be eyed. Given the minutes are an account of the March 8th meeting, commentary on the labour 
market will centre around the hot December and January reports, as it had not seen the February jobs data by then. It is 
also unlikely there will be any commentary surrounding the latest global banking woes, thus the minutes could be 
deemed stale, given that the market has seen a sharp repricing with easier policy settings from global central banks now 
being factored in. Although the direct impact on Canada is unclear, the Canadian banking regulator has since 
announced it will be monitoring domestic banks’ financial health in wake of the SVB collapse.

FOMC POLICY ANNOUNCEMENT (WED): Although the Fed has recently been prioritising the progress of inflation as 
the key influence in its policymaking (where latest data has generally alluded to still high inflation and a strong labour 
market), the main focus of this week’s confab may centre around whether the central bank will raise rates in the face of a 
potential banking liquidity crisis. At the time of writing, money markets assess that the FOMC will lift rates by 25bps to 
4.75-5.00%, though there is some pricing suggesting that it could even leave rates unchanged; there seems to be 
virtually no significant pricing suggesting that the Fed could hike by a larger 50bps. While measures taken to support the 
banking sector (both in Europe and the US) have supported sentiment, the weekly Fed balance sheet data revealed that 
lending at the discount window spiked by a record amount. The central bank’s ‘emergency loans’ stood at USD 318bln 
(vs USD 15bln W/W). Its new BTFP programme total outstanding amount was USD 11.9bln as of March 15th; the Fed 
said there was USD 15.9bln total collateral under the new bank term funding programme; the Fed’s balance sheet 
jumped to USD 8.69tln on March 15th, from USD 8.39tln on March 8th, the highest level since November; other credit 
extensions rose to USD 142.8bln as of March 15th from zero on March 8th. Capital Economics said that it showed the 
scale of the stress in the financial system, and was a far more severe liquidity crunch than at the start of the pandemic 
(emergency loans peaked at USD 130bln then), and not far off the financial crisis peak of USD 437.5bln in 2008. “The 
size of the spike in the Fed’s emergency lending underlines that this is a very serious crisis in the banking system that 
will have significant knock-on effects on the real economy,” CapEco wrote.

BCB POLICY ANNOUNCEMENT (WED): At February’s Copom, the BCB held its Selic rate at 13.75%, in line with 
consensus. Analysts judged its statement to be on the hawkish side, noting that the central bank said it was uncertain on 
the “fiscal side and the inflation expectations drifting away from the inflation target on longer horizons” which “raises the 
cost of the disinflation that is needed to reach the targets”. It also said it was “assessing if the strategy of maintaining the 
Selic rate for a longer period than in the reference scenario will be enough to ensure the convergence of inflation.” 
Analysts at Credit Suisse said that “overall, we view the communique as reinforcing our expectation that the uncertainty 
regarding the new fiscal framework and economic plan, in addition to the recent questions about the level of the inflation 
target, hinders the central bank’s objective of converging inflation to its target range, despite the better international 
scenario and signs of deceleration in domestic economic activity.” CS thinks that the central bank will hold rates in 
March, with an easing cycle starting in Q3 2024.
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BOE POLICY ANNOUNCEMENT (THU): The backdrop to the upcoming meeting is an increasingly complicated one in 
lieu of recent developments in financial markets. In the wake of the February meeting which saw policymakers deliver a 
50bps hike via a 7-2 vote, consensus leaned towards the MPC delivering a final 25bps hike, taking the Base Rate to 
4.25%. Market pricing nearly fully priced in such a move during February following strong wage and retail sales metrics, 
whilst inflation remained in double-digits and January GDP saw growth of 0.3%. Furthermore, hawks on the MPC were 
in favour of further action with external member Mann stating that “more needs to be done on rates” amid concerns over 
the persistence of core inflation. However, the economic landscape has clearly changed amid the regional banking woes 
in the US and concerns in the European banking sector over contagion from the stresses currently facing Credit Suisse. 
This has subsequently lessened expectations for the Fed with markets torn between whether the FOMC will hikes by 
25bps or stand pat on rates which is a far cry from the 50bps that was priced in post-Powell following his remarks last 
week. That said the ECB defied bets for a step down to a 25bps hike and stuck to its guns on 50bps, albeit this might 
have been more a result of credibility concerns than an actual policy preference. Nonetheless, policymakers on the MPC 
might see the better course of action as holding fire for now whilst the dust settles and more clarity is provided on 
potential systemic risks within the banking sector. Whether the MPC would resume hiking thereafter remains to be seen, 
however, one thing for sure is that the potential for a more fractious MPC going forward is more likely with hawks on the 
Board likely to be focused on fighting inflation, whilst doves such as Tenreyro are already of the view that rates are too 
high. Moderates on the MPC have some cover to pause the tightening cycle with previous comms from the likes of Chief 
Economist Pill already noting that there is a lot of tightening in the pipeline whilst Governor Bailey has cautioned against 
suggesting either that the BoE is done with hiking rates or that it will inevitably need to do more.

SNB POLICY ANNOUNCEMENT (THU): Expected to hike by 50bps, or perhaps 75bps from the current 1.00% policy 
rate. A sizeable tightening move is justified by the recent unexpected uptick in domestic CPI, with February’s YY 
measure printing at 3.4% compared to the SNB’s Q1 view of 3.0%. Pertinently, CapEco believes headline inflation is 
likely to remain above 3.0% in the coming months, which is markedly above the 2.0% inflation target and the SNB’s 
forecast for a decline to 2.5% in Q2. As such, the SNB will likely elect to act now to stop inflation from becoming 
entrenched at such levels; therefore, a 75bp hike in March cannot be dismissed and may be followed by further hikes 
depending on how the inflation situation develops. However, it is worth caveating the recent banking instability, with 
particular emphasis on Credit Suisse, serves as a potential counter-argument to aggressive tightening. Recent 
commentary from Chairman Jordan has reiterated a willingness to use interest rates and FX to get monetary conditions 
to appropriate levels for price stability. Note, Maechler is to leave in June 2023 with a replacement yet to be announced.

NORGES POLICY ANNOUNCEMENT (THU): Expected to hike by 25bps, in fitting with guidance from the January 
meeting for tightening to “most likely” take place in March. Developments since then are supportive of a Q1 hike, as 
guided, with inflation still well above target and the domestic economy proving more resilient than expected in Q4, 
according to hard data and subsequent survey indications. Specifically, the latest regional network report showed that 
developments are stronger than contacts expected in the prior survey; however, wage and cost expectations are 
expected to tick up in 2023, with the wage growth figure seen substantially higher vs November’s estimate. Given the 
lack of forward guidance in January, where Governor Bache said forecasts beyond March had not yet been made, 
participants will be particularly attentive to any new guidance or path adjustment. DNB expects the recent NOK 
weakness, which it writes can be thought of as for every 1pp of NOK depreciation this increases CPI-ATE by 0.1pp over 
5/6months, to be described as a temporary phenomenon, but to prompt a rate path increase of at least 25bps given the 
inflation implications. However, the February inflation print saw both the headline and core measures cool by a larger-
than-expected magnitude and thus serves as a potential counterargument to an upward revision of the repo path.

CBRT POLICY ANNOUNCEMENT (THU): The Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey (CBRT) is currently expected to 
maintain its Weekly Repo Rate next week. After a series of devastating earthquakes in Turkey, the CBRT reduced its 
policy rate by 50bps in February to facilitate economic recovery. The Bank anticipates short-term negative effects on the 
economy, but no permanent impacts. In a move to bolster the Turkish economy, Saudi Arabia agreed to deposit USD 
5bln in Turkey’s central bank, intending to strengthen economic ties and support Turkey’s efforts to improve its 
economy, stimulate social growth, and foster sustainable development. The earthquakes have adversely affected Turkey’
s net foreign exchange reserves. The Saudi deposit is predicted to stabilize Turkey’s foreign reserves and the Turkish 
lira, which has experienced significant depreciation in recent years. This decision is also expected to help combat 
inflation in the country. The CBRT meeting precedes the crucial May 14 elections, which will have significant implications 
for President Erdogan’s political future. Erdogan’s popularity has waned due to the depreciation of the Turkish lira and a 
contentious low-interest-rate economic model. According to Reuters sources, the draft election manifesto of Turkey’s 
ruling AK Party suggests a return to orthodox, free-market economic policies. This shift occurs as Erdogan faces 
challenges linked to the depreciating Turkish lira and the nation’s controversial economic model. Some analysts 
speculate that Turkey may implement additional rate cuts before the elections.
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